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By Sheikh Yusuf Patel 

(Chairman- SANHA South Africa)

Greater free trade

Bigger export markets 

 Increased capital flows

Growth of Multi-national companies

 Increased integration of global trade cycle.

 Increased communication and improved transport 

“A burger on sale in a fast food chain may have 
ingredients that come from 54 different countries” 

GLOBAL DYNAMICS
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UNITY IN DIVERSITY
 Not a single homogeneous group

 Cultural, regional and local nuances

 Varying levels  of religiosity

 Diverse  levels of education and affluence

 United in our quest for Halal

 Embrace opportunities and respond to challenges

CONTEXT
 Muslim Demographics

 Muslim Purchasing Power

 Global Trends

 Consumption/Production 

 Halal as a Value Added Brand

 Halal beyond Wine and Pork
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DEMOGRAPHICS

“MINORITY” MISNOMER

 India has more Muslims than any country except for 
Indonesia and Pakistan, and more than twice as many as 
Egypt

 China has more Muslims than Syria

 Germany has more Muslims than Lebanon

 Russia has more Muslims than Jordan and Libya put 
together.
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MARKET SHARE

MARKET POTENTIAL

 One-fifth (20%) of world food trade 

 Growing at $500bn annually

 Valued at $1.2 trillion in 2010

 Rising income levels

 Easy availability
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CONSUMPTION/PRODUCTION

 Muslims in the main are consumers rather than 
producers 

 The beneficiaries of the surge in Halal products are non-
Muslim global conglomerates

 Tesco, McDonald’s and Nestlé have expanded their 
Muslim-friendly offerings and now control an estimated 
90% of the global halal market

VALUE ADDED BRAND
 Not limited to the Muslim population

 Health and safety benefits

 Natural/ethical

 Humane treatment of animals

 U.K. - Halal meat makes up 11% of all meat sales, 
however, Muslims only account for 3% of the entire U.K. 
population
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BEYOND WINE AND PORK

 Additives

 Flavours

 Colourants

 Emulsifiers

 Preservatives

 Aromas

 Derivatives

POTENTIAL

“We believe that the next four to five years will see 
this market become more pronounced as the 
consumer base grows – in size and spending power –
and companies need to have a clearer 
understanding of the opportunity and a strategy to 
adapt their brands to the Muslim consumer.” 

(The Market Opportunity of the Muslim World -
Fleishman-Hillard)
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CONCLUSION

 Untapped potential of the Halal industry 

 Collaborative networks

 More than just a logo or a certificate

 Halal certification - Profits above Principles

 Unregulated proliferation of Halal certifiers. 
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